
Who am I? Leila been a coach for 20 years and hold a level 3 qualifications in 
endurance performance and coaching young athletes. I also have a degree in sports 
science. 
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Periodisation allows you to structure your training so that you peak for your goal 
event be that a 10k, half marathon or marathon.  It does this by training the correct 
energy system at the right time.  Hopefully, this won’t come as a surprise to most of 
you but you can’t expect to peak for any distance with less than 10-12 weeks training 
and if it’s a marathon more!  Yet interestingly I’m very rarely asked to write training 
plans for people who are training for a 10k.  Periodisation splits your training up into 
3 distinct phases- base, preparation and peak/taper.  Each phase has it’s distinct aims 
but these can only be achieved by carefully considering the volume of training and 
intensity of training. 
 
The base phase is all about building a good endurance base, increasing mileage so 
you are ready for the next phase when the intensity of workouts increase. Most of us 
already have a good endurance base so unless you are marathon training or coming 
from a recovery phase this phase may not be too long. 
 
The preparation phase is the backbone of your training but the workouts will vary 
depending on what you are training for.  In the preparation phase, the intensity of 
workouts increases so we have to be careful to not suddenly up the volume because 
this can cause injuries, however, if you have had a good base then this is not 
something you should worry about! 
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The types of training that occur in this phase are tempo/threshold runs, hill sessions, 
interval sessions and long runs.  If you are looking for sessions to do online on forums 
and running articles and you read terms 5k prep session, 10k prep session then it is in 
this phase that these should be included. 
 
The last phase is your peak/taper phase this is where you begin to reduce your 
mileage but keep the intensity high.  Race paced runs, progression runs are included.  
The taper length will vary depending on the distance of your race but basically it’s 
about giving time for your body to recover and repair ready for race day. 
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An important part of training is to make sure your training is varied if you only ever 
run at one pace you will only ever race at that pace.  If we don’t push ourself in 
training then our body won’t make adaptations and it these adaptations that will 
make you run faster.  Types of adaptations that occur through training are increases in 
muscle mitochondria which are the power houses of cells so make your muscles work 
more efficiently and work at a higher intensity for longer.  Increases in lung alvioli 
which are like little hairs in your lungs which enable you lungs to extract oxygen from 
air so the more you have the more oxygen your lungs can utilize.  Chnages in muscle 
fibres so predominantly endurance runners have slow twitch muscle fibres but to run 
faster we need some fast twitch type 2b which have the characteristics of both speed 
and endurance.  So the more variety you can put in the training the greater the 
different adaptations you can bring about. 
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The terms tempo run or threshold run are used interchangeably but basically they are 
runs in the middle of a mid distance run lasting between 20 -40 minutes.  They are 
the fastest paced run that you can do whilst still using oxygen and burning fat and 
they help to improve your lactate tolerance enabling you to run at a faster pace for 
longer. 
 
If you have never done a tempo run before it is worth building up to them gradually 
by mixing  tempo with some recovery between and gradually reducing the recovery 
until you can run 20 minutes tempo non-stop, then you can start building up the 
length of your tempo run from there.  You can also use your tempo pace with other 
paces as a fartlek session. 
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We do these on the track.  If you are training for a half or marathon then you will be 
predominantly doing the long reps so the higher volume lower intensity rpe 7-8 short 
recoveries) as these will continue to improve your lactate threshold.  However, during 
your peak phase, so the last 4-5 weeks of your training, it is advisable to switch to the 
short reps as it is good to get a bit of speed in your legs as this will give you that final 
burst that you need at the end of a race. 
 
If you are 5k-10k training because these are faster paced races predominantly in the 
anaerobic system then you will predominantly do the short reps.  The training is 
basically the other way round so you might do 4-5 weeks of the long reps to improve 
your lactate threshold then move to the shorter reps (lower volume, higher intensity 
rpe 8-9, longer recovery) so that you can train your body to deal with lactic acid 
which builds up in your muscles when you run without oxygen.   Most important for 
5ks! 
 
It has to be said though that if you don’t complement interval training with a tempo 
run in the week your body won’t ever learn to sustain your tempo pace so you may 
find your lactate threshold takes longer to improve. 
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Hills are essential in this phase as they improve strength in the exact way we are 
going to use our muscles.  Running up hill provides the stimulus for our muscles to 
develop more fast twitch type 2b muscle fibres which have the characteristics of both 
the fast twitch muscle fibres (speed) and slow twitch muscle fibres (endurance). 
 
Replace one run a week but not your tempo run with a hill session for 4 weeks during 
your preparation phase.   
 
Why is strength important?  Improves our power so we can run faster, improves our 
running economy because we can hold our form better.  I hate to tell you all this but 
none of us are getting any younger and if we want to continue to run fast then we 
need to have strong muscles especially around the joints and core. 
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Read slide 
Why maximum long run distance? 
From a physiology point of view, the long run should not last longer than these 
distances because the time it takes for the body to recover and repair outweighs any 
training benefit that can be gained.  This is controversial but it is not the long run that 
will enable you to finish your race at your desired pace it is the culmination of all the 
different types of training across your training plan. 
 
Progression runs are really good to pop into your training towards the end of your 
preparation phase or during your peak phase.  The progression run’s aim is best way 
to simulate how you are going to feel towards the end of your race.  During half 
marathon training replace a long run with a progression run such as a 10 mile run 
which starts with 3 miles easy then speed up a little then finish with 4 miles half 
marathon pace.  Trying to increase your pace on tired legs is the closest you’ll get to 
trying to sustain your pace over a longer distance. 
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This slide is the most important slide you will read tonight.   Why?  Because it doesn’t 
matter how many miles you run in a week, a month or a year, how fast your tempo 
runs are, what current running style you are using if you don’t allow you body to rest 
and recover it will not repair the micro trauma that has happened in your muscles 
from training and will not make any of the adaptations that training is designed to 
bring about. Your heart won’t pump more blood per beat, your lungs won’t develop 
the ability to utilise more oxygen, your different muscle fibres won’t develop, etc, etc.  
Basically, not giving yourself recovery weeks or even days within your training week is 
a one way ticket to underperformance, injury and illness. 
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Cross training is the best form of exercise during your easy weeks as your heart and 
lungs don’t know or care what method you are using to improve your cardiovascular 
system so by going for a swim or out on your bike uses different muscles and rests 
your running muscles allowing them to repair.  Doing a spinning class will improve 
your lactate threshold and give you some quad strength whilst again allowing your 
running muscles to rest because you are using them in a different way. 
 
It is very important to replace your protein after hard runs and long runs as it is 
protein that your muscles use to repair and build.  Eat within an hour or have a rego. 
 
Proprioception is your awareness of the position and movement of your body and it’s 
ability to correct itself.  If you have ever damaged your ligaments or you are over 40 
then I would recommend doing proprioception exercises so standing on one leg while 
cleaning your teeth.  Enables your ligaments to regain strength but importantly 
reignites their ability to regain feedback through the floor so they can correct 
themselves and not collapse and tear again. 
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